Is Ash-tensing driven by acoustics or articulation? An ultrasound study
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This paper presents the results of an ultrasound study of the articulation of tense /æ/ as produced by speakers of Mid-Atlantic dialects of American English. In these dialects, the lax low front vowel [æ] (as in cat and have) coexists with a variant that may be impressionistically described as “raised” or “tense” (henceforth represented by the symbol [æ̆]). One striking aspect of this alternation is the particular subset of environments which conditions it. In Philadelphia, [æ̆] occurs before [+anterior] voiceless fricatives (e.g. [pæθ] path and [pæs] pass), before [+anterior] nasals ([hæm] ham and [pæn] pan), and in the words mad, bad, and glad (Ferguson 1975, Labov 1989). In New York City, this set is expanded to include the voiceless fricative [ʃ] ([læʃ] lash) and the rest of the voiced stops (Labov 1994). New Jersey speakers, meanwhile, exhibit a variety of tensing patterns (Ash 2002).

As the term “tensing” implies, this shift is commonly understood to involve a change in tongue position. However, as Plichta (2002) has shown in his study of the Northern Cities shift, the acoustic properties of tensing may also result from coarticulatory nasalization. Given these two options for producing [æ̆], is this phone articulated the same way in every relevant environment? The answer to this question will ultimately bear on the formulation of the phonological rule of ash-tensing. If the rule specifies a unique articulatory target, then we expect the same lingual gesture to occur in each tensing environment: either the tongue root will be advanced in all contexts, or there will be a lack of lingual advancement in all contexts, indicating that all of the [æ̆]s are the result of nasalization. However, if the rule specifies an acoustic goal, then the lingual gesture can differ across environments: while tongue root advancement may characterize [æ̆] in some tensing contexts, there may be no lingual tensing in others, since nasalization will achieve the same acoustic end.

To decide between these possibilities, we designed an experiment using ultrasound technology, which offers a non-invasive means of tracking tongue position during speech (see e.g. Stone 1999, Davidson 2004). Several speakers from the Mid-Atlantic region who exhibit ash-tensing were asked to read a series of carrier phrases containing words with /æ/ in four different environments, three of which typically condition tensing and one of which does not (see below for elicited phrases). During these productions, ultrasound was used to capture mid-sagittal images of the tongue; from these images, contours of the tongue shape were extracted using Edgetrak (Li et al. 2004) and were then compared using a smoothing spline ANOVA (Wang et al. 2002) to test for differences. In this way, we were able to compare phonetic variants which may be deemed “the same” on impressionistic or acoustic grounds in terms of their underlying articulatory patterns. Our results indicate that, in the speech of some speakers, there is a significant difference between the degree of tongue root advancement in the pre-nasal vs. pre-obstruent environments. Therefore, [æ̆] cannot be attributed to a single lingual gesture. This implies that the tensing rule does not specify a single articulatory goal, but an acoustic one.
Stimuli. Stimulus carrier phrases were elicited along with 8 filler phrases for a total of 12 sentences per block; each speaker completed 12 blocks, 10 of which were used for analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier Phrase</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Say pat very loudly.</td>
<td>Nontensing: pre-voiceless stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say pad very loudly.</td>
<td>Tensing: pre-voiced stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say pass very loudly.</td>
<td>Tensing: pre-voiceless fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say pan very loudly.</td>
<td>Tensing: pre-nasal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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